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A proverb is a quotation which contains wisdom.  Both the languages 
English and Telugu are rich in proverbs. My aim is to make a comparative study 
of the proverbs in both languages in order to bring out the sociological and 
traditional factors as well as many other factors which are responsible for the 
creation of a proverb by comparing the proverbs in both languages to the extent 
possible.

 Proverbs are created out of man’s experience, his observation of nature, 
his contact with nature and his response or reaction to the happenings around 
him.  The proverb “Time and tide waits for no man” has the similarity with the 
Telugu Proverb “Ayyavaaru Vacchedaaka Amaavaasya Agadu” (The New 
Moon will not wait till master comes).   The above two proverbs bring out the 
fact that time is more important than person.  If a minute of a time is lost we 
cannot get it back.  They also stress the importance and necessity of being 
punctual and duty minded.   As tide cannot be controlled same is the case with 
time also.

The proverb “All that glitters is not gold” has the similarity with the 
Telugu proverb “Tellanivanni Paalu, Nallanivanni Neellu kaadu” (All that is 
white cannot be milk and all that is black cannot be water).  And there is another 
proverb in Telugu “Merisedanta Bangaram kaadu” (All that glitters is not gold).
The above proverbs throw light on the fact that it is very difficult to know or 
estimate a person’s character by his appearance.  A person may appear to be 
kind and helpful but in fact he is not. A person’s mode of speech or 
conversation may be harsh but he is kind at heart.   Hence, it is said that 
“Appearances are deceptive”.  

The proverb “Life is half-spent before we know what it is” has the 
similarity with the Telugu proverb “Kallu tericheloga sagam samayam 
aipothundi” (Half of time will be gone before we open our eyes).   The above 
two proverbs bring out the importance of life in which time plays a dominant 
role. They warn us to be ready, steady and alert in life to catch and make use of 
the opportunity which is knocking at our door.  Life should not be taken in a 
jovial and silly manner. 
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The proverb “A spark neglected burns the house” has the similarity with 
the Telugu one “Chinna paamunina peddakarratho kottali” (We have to use a 
big stick to kill even a small snake).  These two proverbs throw light on the 
necessity of being alert and fully equipped to face an enemy or a dangerous 
situation.  They also tell us to be very cautious in life.  If we spare an enemy we 
will be in troubles in near future.           

The proverb “Man proposes. God disposes” has the similarity with the 
Telugu one “Taanokati Talachina Daivamokati Talachunu”. It is said in 
Economics that “Man is a bundle of desires”. Man thinks of a thing and 
becomes hopeful about it.  But in course of time what he expects will not take 
place.  Instead, he is thrown into an adverse situation which is not expected by 
him even in his dreams.  That is why, it is said that we should not be very 
hopeful about anything.   The above proverbs bring out the fact that the duty of 
a man is only to do his duty without high or over expectations.
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